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IN TRO D UCTION

AR Is the Gateway
to the Metaverse

In 2021 the term “metaverse” entered the common
lexicon. Now 2022 is here, and the metaverse has
redefined the marketing playbook.
If you and your team are already unpacking the
metaverse and the camera, you’re ahead of the curve.
You understand that consumers crave experiences,
and augmented reality is the most accessible medium
in your marketing toolkit.

This Is Your
AR Playbook

Whether you’re ready to dip your toes or dive headfirst
into all things AR, this guide is for you. Our complete
AR marketing handbook covers everything from
strategic planning and creative concepting to testing
and promotion. It even includes a sample campaign
timeline and checklist to help you stay efficient as
you integrate AR into your marketing playbook.
You’ll walk away with:
Steps to help you transform
your current content into AR campaigns
An overview of how to easily design
an AR experience using Camera IQ
A guide to effectively promoting AR campaigns
alongside your 2022 marketing strategy
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SOCIAL AR AND THE METAVERSE

“Social AR is the most effective way to invest in the metaverse
because of the impressive consumer reach and engagement
if delivers. Currently, 40% of shoppers expect AR to be available
for online purchases.”
- There are over 1 billion mobile AR users with a 30% compound annual growth rate.
- Mobile AR has 3x engagement and the power to perform across the funnel.
- Mobile AR increases purchase intent by 60%.

If you are wondering how to start to incorporate the metaverse
into your marketing strategies, social AR is not only the easiest
way to get started, but the fastest route to take as well.

METAVERSE PLATFORMS BY USERS
3 BILLION

2.89 B

2.5 BILLION
2.25 BILLION
2 BILLION
1.5 BILLION
1.25 BILLION

1.3 B

1 BILLION
500 MILLION

1B
530 M

500 M
350 M

250 MILLION
43.2 M

SNAPCHAT

SHOPIFY

FACEBOOK

300K

WAVE
ROBLOX

INSTAGRAM

3.5 M

FORTNITE

DECENTRALAND

TIK TOK

SOCIAL

WEB

NEXT GENERATION

Sources: Statista (2021); ‘Augmented Reality Marketing & Consumer Behavior in 2022’ report (survey of 1,500 US consumers in Dec 2021)
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Define Your
Core Objective

AR can help you reach your business goals across
the funnel. Whether it’s increasing brand engagement,
educating your audience on a new product, or boosting
brand affinity, implementing AR into an existing digital
marketing campaign is much simpler than it sounds.
Start with your campaign goals and think about how
you can enhance your messaging with AR.
While there is an array of marketing objectives AR can lend
itself to, this guide will touch on the following four objectives:

Camera IQ

GROW BRAND AWARENESS
AR can help drive brand awareness
and increase your brand’s discoverability
on social media. To create a campaign
that drives brand awareness, think about
the parts of your campaign that might lend
themselves to a fun, entertaining, interactive
experience. The goal is to spark the user’s imagination and craft an experience for
them that aligns with trends, topical content, your
brand’s story, products, and relates
to them on a personal level.

DRIVE CONVERSIONS
WITH VIRTUAL TRY-ONS
AR can help increase conversion rates and drive
more customers towards your online store with
virtual try-ons. For a virtual try-on campaign,
think about an AR experience that showcases
your product in a realistic and entertaining way.
The goal is to facilitate product education by
recreating the try-on experience in a virtual
environment. As a result, your audience grows
to trust the brand and the products themselves.
Additionally, you’ll want to consider how to add
a touch of personality to the experience so that
it becomes memorable for the user.
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PROMOTE EDUCATION THROUGH
PRODUCT VISUALIZATION
AR can help recreate the experience
of purchasing a product in-store. A product
visualization campaign considers how a brand
might want to replicate its in-store experience.
With AR, the camera unlocks the added benefit
of enhancing the experience by incorporating
engaging product interaction. This functionality
will allow your audience to visualize what the
product will be like in their own physical space.

INCREASE BRAND AFFINITY
AR can help build brand affinity by establishing
an investment in your customers and strengthening
your relationship with them. To evoke brand
affinity with your audience, align your campaign
with the ways in which your products benefit
your customers. For a pure branding play, you can
also use AR to educate consumers on your values.
Keep in mind that your audience is scrolling
through endless content — you should make your AR
experience engaging enough to grab their attention.

Here is a more comprehensive list
of objectives that AR can help you achieve
DISCOVERY:

CONSIDERATION:

Build brand awareness

Strengthen brand affinity

Acquire new customers

Educate on the features
or value of your product

Launch a new product
or service
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Drive try-on and
visualization

CONVERSION:

EXPERIENCE:

Publicize temporary
promos

Improve the unboxing
experience

Prompt ease of purchase

Deliver context specific
content

Induce execution
of your CTA

Expand on your product
or service value
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DEMOGRAPHICS (Age, Gender, Geography, Persona)

Clarify Your
Audience
Understanding who your audience
is and how they perceive information
on social media is a key component
of success. For each AR objective
listed, consider how your audience
might respond to your AR design
concept. Factors like key demographics,
user values or cultural preferences,
may reveal themselves differently
for your AR experience than your
typical posts and ads. We can
help you solidify the components
of an engaging, purpose-driven
AR experience by helping you
understand how demographics
affect your AR concept.

While demographics like age, gender, and geography are
common audience indicators, you will want to examine how your
set preferences for your audience might shift for AR. AR experiences
for example should generally appeal to a much wider group than
you’re used to. The nature of interactive experiences like these are
universal: everyone should be able partake, regardless of age,
gender, or persona. You will want to promote an experience that is
as inclusive as possible while still holding true to your brand story,
as to not hinder yourself from obtaining valuable engagement.
If your products are demographic specific, think about ways you
can add inclusivity to your AR experience so that you may expand
your reach and turn more users into your fans.
QUESTIONS YOU MAY ASK YOURSELF:
AGE:
How can you stylize your AR concept
to be inclusive of age range?
GENDER:
How can you incorporate inclusivity
even when your products are gender specific?
GEOGRAPHY:
How can your AR concept expand beyond
the preferences of your target area?

USER VALUES & CULTURAL PREFERENCES
Consider your customers’ values and cultural preferences. While
you want to remain inclusive with your key demographics, you will
want to still operate within your niche when it comes to factors
like user lifestyle choices and interests. As with your regular static
content and ads, operating within a niche on social media is what
helps your content succeed. The uniqueness of your products and
brand are what sets you apart from your competitors. For a great
AR experience, stay in tune with the value of your brand story and
the value that your niche audience sees in your products. Let your
unique qualities be the reason your AR experience grabs user
attention and shines brightly amongst the rest.
QUESTIONS YOU MAY ASK YOURSELF:
LIFESTYLE:
How can my audience’s lifestyle influence the style,
tone, or story for my AR experience?
INTERESTS:
Can the way users engage within my niche inspire
a particular type of branded AR experience?
BELIEF SYSTEM:
How do their beliefs influence the design
and functionality of the AR experience?
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Determine Your
Social Platforms
Now that you have defined
who your audience is, you’ll want
to know where they like to hang
out on social media. Using overall
demographic data for each social
media platform, you will acquire a
better understanding of which users
are more inclined to use Facebook
over Instagram, and Snapchat over
Tik Tok. Use these graphs to match
your audience to the right platform
for your AR experience.

MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS:

2.7 BILLION

AGE: 25-34 (26.3% OF USERS)
30%
25%

26.4%

20%
15%
10%
5%

13-17

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

GENDER: 56% MALE (44% FEMALE)
60%
50%
40%
30%

56%

20%
10%

MALE

FEMALE

TIME SPENT PER DAY: 38 MINUTES
60 MIN
45 MIN
30 MIN
15 MIN

38 MIN.

Reference: Social media demographics to inform your brand’s strategy in 2021
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MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS:

1.3 BILLION

AGE: 25-34 (33.1% OF USERS)
30%

33.1 %

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

13-17

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

GENDER: 57% FEMALE (43% MALE)
60%
50%
40%
30%

57%

20%
10%

MALE

FEMALE

TIME SPENT PER DAY: 29 MINUTES
60 MIN
45 MIN
30 MIN
15 MIN

29 MIN.

Reference: Social media demographics to inform your brand’s strategy in 2021
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65+
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MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS:

530 MILLION

AGE: 13-34 (75% OF USERS)
70%
60%
50%
40%

75%

30%
20%
10%

13-34

35+

GENDER: 58% FEMALE (40% MALE)
60%
50%
40%
30%

58%

20%
10%

MALE

FEMALE

TIME SPENT PER DAY: 26 MINUTES
60 MIN
45 MIN
30 MIN
15 MIN

26 MIN.

Reference: Social media demographics to inform your brand’s strategy in 2021
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MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS:

1B

AGE: 18-24 (27.5% OF USERS)
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

27.5%

10%

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

GENDER: 59% FEMALE (41% MALE)
60%
50%
40%
30%

59%

20%
10%

MALE

FEMALE

TIME SPENT PER DAY: 45+ MINUTES
60 MIN
45 MIN
30 MIN

45+ MIN.

15 MIN

Reference: Social media demographics to inform your brand’s strategy in 2021
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Identify Key
Performance
Indicators
Similar to any other content posted
across social media, AR experiences
have particular benchmarks that
you can use to measure the success
of your campaigns. When considering
your KPI’s, it’s important to maintain
alignment with your core objectives
and audience research. AR
experiences, for example, are proven
to produce 4x higher engagement
rates compared to static photo
and video content. For that reason,
maybe a brand engagement AR
campaign would be more effective
in helping you reach your goals
if you are looking to boost the overall
relationship between your brand
and your customers.
On the other hand, AR experiences
have proven to produce 3.4x
higher conversion rates than static
ads alone. With that in mind, running
a virtual try-on AR campaign
alongside your new product release
could increase reach, engagement,
and conversion rate substantially.
To better understand the correlation
between your core objectives
and your KPI’s for AR experiences
in particular, we’ve listed some
examples below.
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REACH
AR experiences can produce an impressive 170%
increase in reach over the benchmark on social media.
This is a 34x reach gain over the typical 5% reach of any
regular photo and video post.

HOW TO TRACK
To track reach via an AR experience you will want
to pay attention to the following metrics:
VIEWS

The number of overall times
your experience has been viewed.
OPENS

The number of times your experience
has been opened within any given user’s camera.

CASE STUDY EXAMPLE #1
Smashbox eceived a 37 million
organic view count on their ‘Halo Tint’
virtual try-on experience. The amount
of interaction with their product via AR
resulted in 9x over their base following.

CASE STUDY EXAMPLE #2
Republic Records launched a new
AR experience for Lil Tecca’s new
merchandise line on Snapchat.
With no ad spend they were able
to reach over 15 million organic views,
and sell out their entire merch line
in less than a week.

S TRATE GI C P LANNING

ENGAGEMENT RATE
According to Camera IQ customer metrics,
AR experiences produce a 7% engagement rate over
the average 1.8% engagement rate produced by
a typical photo and video static post.

HOW TO TRACK
To track your engagement rate on your AR experience
reference the following metrics:
PLAYS

The number of total times users have opened and
interacted with your AR experience within their cameras.
SHARES

The number of total times your AR experience
has been shared by users.
SAVES

The number of total times your AR experience
has been saved to any given user’s effects carousel.

CASE STUDY EXAMPLE #1
Away’s Case Face AR experience showed a 3x
higher share rate than Snap’s ad benchmark.
The experience granted them a 10x increase
in their overall engagement on Snapchat.
“The AR experience we created with Camera IQ
exceeded all expectations. We saw more engagement
from the AR effect compared to traditional social posts.”
- Georgia Parent, Senior Manager, Social Media, Away.

CASE STUDY EXAMPLE #2
LoveSeen launched their brand with AR and saw
a 30x increase in follower reach, which yielded
more overall user interactions with their virtual
try-on experience. This created a whopping
90% play rate on their social channels.
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CONVERSION RATE
But does AR convert? AR experiences yield a 12%
increase in conversion rate. This is a 3.4x gain
over static photo and video ads.
- Camera IQ customer metrics

HOW TO TRACK
Tracking conversions can be a littlemore complicated
than your standard social media ad. You will want to pay
attention to the following metrics:
CLICK THROUGH RATE

This is the amount of times your link buttons
or swipe ups are clicked on.
PLAYS

As with engagement rates, plays are a key indicator of
possible conversions. The more time users spend using
your experience, the more probability they will visit your
store or buy your product.
REACH AND ENGAGEMENT

As word gets around about your AR experience,
you can use the reach gained to compare
to the numbers sold. While this is not a direct link
to conversion rates for static content, there has been
a consistent correlation between user interaction
with an AR experience and product sales.

CASE STUDY EXAMPLE
Smashbox’s Cream Shadow AR experience received
a 10x increase in e-commerce product sales. This is
a 2x CTR over the benchmark rate, and a 50% higher
CPC rate vs the benchmark.
“Within a one week period, promoting our Story
with a Swipe Up to try on the filter and to our website,
we outperformed every CPC, CTR, and CPM goal.”

- Maddy Wilson, Global Content Strategy & Production, Smashbox.
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AR CO NTE NT CREATION

AR Content
Creation
With your strategy now underway,
it’s time to put your planning into
practice and create your AR
experience. You will want to make
sure you have your assets aligned
and your key components accessible
before you lay the pieces in place.
Because AR is a multidimensional
medium, try to consider more than
just your product visuals; Texture,
environment, interactivity, audio,
and other graphic elements can
all take a seat at your design table.

Create An Asset
Library
Creating AR content that fits
within your current campaign
workflow can be much easier
than you think. While you can start
completely from scratch, you can
also leverage existing 2D assets
for an immersive experience. Taking
your core objective, audience, and
performance indicators into account,
it’s time to explore design options
for your AR experience.

LEVERAGE EXISTING 2D ASSETS

TEXTURES & PATTERNS
Do you have any textual patterns, color codes, or other
existing components that represent your product in a
real way? These types of assets can be used in various
ways, such as backgrounds, makeup effects, screen
components, or experiential ambiance. You can even
take it a step further by pulling apart your patterns into
single assets and animating them back together to
create movement across the user’s camera.

PRODUCT VISUALS
Product visuals are perfect for virtual try-on
or product visualization experiences. Use product
images to create realistic representations
of your products in the user’s camera. They can be
used to either imitate the retail experience virtually
through your AR experience or as a fun and exciting
way for your customers to engage with your product
differently than they might’ve in-store.
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LEVERAGE EXISTING 2D ASSETS

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
For a more transparent approach, use branded logos,
text, or other graphic elements to offer a branded
experience that your fans will love. Use as a direct
advertisement for products, new releases, or create
randomizers and other world objects. This will give your
audience the chance to support and engage with
your business at the same time they post.

CHOOSE AN AR SOLUTION WITH A LIBRARY FEATURE
As you create your AR experience for each campaign,
you’ll want to have access to a library that can host
your content for present and future use.
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CAMERA IQ MAKES IT EASY

BROWSE OUR LIBRARY OF TEMPLATES
We’ve made sure that our platform has all the right
templates to help you get started. Once you’ve
selected your template from the Camera IQ library,
make sure to customize it to fit the guidelines set forth
by your campaign. Easily manipulate colors,
placement, scale, and upload your own assets
to truly make the experience one-of-a-kind.

NO ASSETS, NO PROBLEM
Alongside our library of templates, we have
a library of individual assets that you can search
for and use for your design. We currently house
a collection of head, face, screen, audio, world,
and background content ready for use to create
a fully-functional, dynamic AR creation.
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Develop Your
AR Experience
Next, you will want to connect
your design with your audience.
Gather all the components necessary
and draft an initial version of your
AR experience. Question how all
the pieces of information you’ve
gathered about your objective
and your audience might inform
your design. Use your creativity
and out-side-the box thinking to
unveil an engaging experience that
not only looks great, but also meets
the standard for reaching your goals.

Craft a Narrative
You can connect with your audience
on a deeper level by supplying them
with a story-driven experience.
Relatability and self-expression is a
sure attention grabber. Think about
the parts of your brand’s story that
might inspire a strong relationship
with your audience. Provide value,
purpose, and an emotional journey
for them invest in. The power
of a good story with AR can humanize
your brand and give users real-time,
face-to-camera interaction that is
not only engaging, but memorable.
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Consider Interactivity
Adding interactivity to your AR design
holds immense value in the success of
an AR experience. First, understand how
your users might want to behave in the
environment, then, cater your design
towards that type of interaction. Is there
a certain trigger you might be able
to utilize — such as a change to the
experience when the user opens their
mouth, raises their eyebrow, or taps on
the screen? Can you supply them with
a chance to choose their own adventure
by adding a UI picker? Should there
be a time delay that can be utilized for
the sake of your narrative? Think about
all the ways in which a user can be
transported by your AR experience and
then take them there with interactivity.

Tactics That Work
1. SPARK CURIOSITY

2. MAKE THE USER THE STAR

3. INVITE OTHERS TO JOIN IN

Entice your users by adding
funny, entertaining, or nonconventional elements.
Create a multi-level experience
to keep them engaged and
interested in more of what
your brand has to offer beyond
the AR experience.

Because your AR experience
will be utilized in the hands
of the user, make sure your
experience centers them.
Let them be the star of your
show by adding elements and
creating with them in mind.

By adding components
that are interactive in nature,
like games or quizzes for
example, you can build
community around your brand.
These elements provide your
users with a network outlet that
is both fun and buzzworthy.
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Grow Brand
Awareness
How to Use a Product Banner
to Inspire an AR Experience

Do you have a logo png, some
icons, a static background,
or photos for your promotion?
How might you be able to reuse
or combine these assets in your
AR project?

1. Use your existing 2D product banner
promotion as your starting point.

2. Pull apart the individual components

of the promotion you would like to utilize
for your AR experience.

3. Connect your Adobe Creative Cloud to

Banner colors, shapes, product
images, and textural assets can
easily influence AR backgrounds,
borders, screen effects, head
objects, and more.

the Camera IQ Platform for easy uploading,

or import each file manually into the platform.
4. Layer your assets and edit to your liking

with our user-friendly platform tools to create
an engaging and dynamic design.

Easily add audio and behavior
changes to your design so that
your assets will react to the user’s
movements.

Final experience: “Drop the Beat”
is an AR experience that utilizes
a time delay trigger to animate
headphones which track to the
user’s head. At the same time the
background changes from a cool
turquoise, to a fluorescent pink,
giving the user a well-rounded
experience that is engaging
and memorable, and deepens
their relationship with the brand
and their products.
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Virtual Try-Ons
How to Boost the Online Shopping
Experience With Virtual Try-Ons

1. Use existing 2D product photos as your
starting point.

2. Extricate any color codes, textural patterns,
or existing components that may realistically
represent your product.

3. Connect your Adobe Creative Cloud to

the Camera IQ Platform for easy uploading,

or import each file manually into the platform.
4. Option A:

Layer your assets and edit to your liking

with our user-friendly platform tools to create
an engaging and dynamic design. Use our
presets, color matching, and blend modes

Place product assets into Camera IQ and use
our Virtual Try-On template to customize your
AR experience. Easily match colors or design
to your needs with our intuitive face editor.

menus to create an experience that is true
to your product.
5. Option B:

Customize and manipulate our preset Virtual

Try-On template for a quick and easy design.

Our preset features let you design quickly
and efficiently without any prior experience.
Blend modes help to create a realistic
interpretation of how your product will
look once applied to the user’s face.
PRESETS
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COLOR MATCHING

BLEND MODES

AR CO NTE NT CREATION
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Promote Education
through Product
Visualization
How to Educate Your Audience
About Your Products.

1. Use existing 2D product photos
as your starting point.

2. Extricate any color codes, textural patterns,
photos, or existing components that may
realistically represent your product.

Pro Tip: While not at all necessary, creating

and importing a 3D version of your product
photo can sometimes provide a more

rounded experience for your customers.
3. Connect your Adobe Creative Cloud to

Place your product into Camera IQ and scale
to size using the Transform menu. Use our
Position and Rotation settings to move and
place your object exactly where you’d like
the user to see it in their camera.

the Camera IQ Platform for easy uploading,
or Import each asset file manually onto
the platform.
4. Option A:

Layer your assets and edit to your liking

with our user-friendly platform tools in order

to create an engaging and dynamic design.
Use our presets, color matching, and blend
mode menus to create an experience that
is true to your product.
5. Option B:

Customize and manipulate our preset Product
Promo template for a quick and easy design.
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Our World View feature allows you to visualize
the product to scale in different locations.
COUNTER VIEW

ROOM CLOSE

ROOM WIDE

AR CO NTE NT CREATION
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Increase Brand
Affinity
How to Build a Bond with your Social
Media Followers

1. Identify what makes your product unique.
2. Visualize your differentiator and create
assets to fit your campaign vision.

3. Use Camera IQ to create your design.
4. Evoke Emotion:

How do your customers feel when using your

Think about the part of your
product that promotes value
and use it as your foundation
for an interactive experience.

product? Surface key features, ingredients,

or benefits in entertaining and playful ways.

Highlight key components, features,
or product ingredients as a means
to visually portray your brand’s value
to your audience.

Lead with an emotion generated
from using your product in order
to express your brand story in
an engaging and playful way.
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Tips & Tricks

CUSTOMIZE WITH OUR INTUITIVE
FACE EDITOR
Camera IQ has advanced design tools that

are extremely user-friendly. It’s easy to make
an AR experience from scratch even if you

don’t have existing assets to use. Our Face
Editor allows you to design and customize

high-quality makeup and skincare looks that
replicate the application of real products.
Simply add content in layers to the eyes,

cheeks, and lips. Use the ‘Mask’ setting to

add content like eyelashes, freckles, facial

hair, etc. or upload custom looks that you’ve
created and imported from your Adobe
Creative Cloud. We also have a content
library of assets for you to choose from
for even faster creation.
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CREATE INTERACTIVITY

Camera IQ offers a variety of options

to enhance your AR experience based on

your user’s behavior. Add triggers like open

mouth, raised eyebrows, or tap-to-change
to your design to transform your AR

experience from one design to another.

Incorporate a UI picker to give the user the
option to control the experience. Create a
completely interactive experience with all

of our interactivity settings and functionality.

AR CO NTE NT CREATION

Test-Drive Your
AR Experience
Before you publish your AR
experience, you’ll want to make
sure that your design is in-line
with brand expectations and your
campaign objectives. The testing
phase is essential for any topperforming AR campaign. Send
the test directly to the necessary
teams at your organization to
receive feedback and approval.
Share with others outside your
organization as well, to better
understand how your design might
resonate with your audience.

TIPS & TRICKS

Tap the phone icon at the top
of the Camera IQ platform to create
a test link that can be easily shared
within your organization.

Jump back to the Camera IQ
platform to apply edits and finalize.

CAMERA IQ MAKES IT EASY
Our Camera IQ design platform will

generate an automatic, user-friendly

QR code and link for you to use across
your teams.

Point your camera at this QR code to test out our “Drop
the Beat” template experience for yourself. Follow us on
instagram @cameraiq for more AR experience inspiration.
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CAM PAI GN L AUNC H AND P ROMOTI ON

Prepare
for Launch

Once your AR design has passed the testing phase and all of your
adjustments have been made, it’s finally time to publish your finished
AR experience for the world to see.

THE STEPS FOR SUCCESS

1

2

STEP 1: DOWNLOAD YOUR EXPERIENCE FILES
While we wish there was a standard for uploading AR
to social media, each social media platform will have
its own parameters for uploading your AR experience
to their platform. For Facebook and Instagram, you will
be uploading your AR experience files to their online AR
platform ‘Spark AR.’ Snapchat, on the other hand, uses
‘Lens Studio,’ which you will need to download to your
desktop first to gain access.

STEP 2: CREATE AN ICON IMAGE
The icon image is a smaller 1:1 image that will
appear when users search your AR experience.
It will also appear on the left-hand corner
of the demo video of your experience.

3

4

STEP 3: FILM A DEMO VIDEO

STEP 4: FINALIZE YOUR LAUNCH SCHEDULE
For this final step, you will want to make sure your
release schedule is aligned with your overall campaign
timeline. More details about this on Page 40.
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The demo video is what users will see
when they visit the link to your AR experience.
It showcases what the experience is meant
to look like if the user were to try it on in their
own camera. This is your audiences’ first
impression so be sure to not only demonstrate
your experience but use best practices
to make it interesting and engaging.

CAM PAI GN LAUNCH AND P ROM OTI ON
CAMERA IQ MAKES IT EASY

Camera IQ is the only solution
on the market that makes it easy
to download your AR files so that
they are compatible with multiple
social media platforms. With just
a single click of a button, you can
have your files ready for Facebook,
Instagram, and Snapchat at once.

TIPS & TRICKS

Click generate and follow
the prompts on the drop-down
menu. Select the social media
platforms you’d like to generate
the experience for and export.

Click the download button to add your AR files
onto your computer for your specified social
media platforms.

Log into either Spark AR (Facebook and Instagram) or
Lens Studio (Snapchat) and follow the prompts to upload
your AR experience.
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CAM PAI GN L AUNC H AND P ROMOTI ON

Promote Your
AR Experience
DISCOVERY TOOLS
ON INSTAGRAM

Once your experience is complete, you’re ready to
leverage it as part of your marketing campaign. Insert
your AR experience back into your campaign strategy
by utilizing the main promotional tools available to you
on Social Media. The promotional tool chosen for your
AR experience should correspond to your core objective
and be aimed at yielding the best results for your KPI’s.

THE AR EFFECTS TAB
Once you publish your AR
experience to Instagram it will
be automatically hosted on your
Profile via your AR Effects Tab.
This tab is notated by three little
stars alongside the feed, video,
tagged, guide, and shop tabs
on your main profile page.

THE EFFECTS GALLERY
The Effects gallery can
be found when you open up
your IG Story Camera. Click the
magnifying glass at the end of
your effects menu bar to be
directed to the explore page.
Anyone who searches for your
brand handle or the name of your
AR effect will be able to find your
AR experience on the Explore page.
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CAM PAI GN L AUNC H AND P ROMOTI ON

PROMOTIONAL TOOLS ON INSTAGRAM

STORIES
To promote an AR experience
via Stories, craft a piece of content
‘in-camera’ using the effect.
When posted, your audience can
tap on the title of the experience
directly (located directly under
your IG handle) and try it on in
their own camera. They can also
save the effect to their camera
for later use.

REELS
To promote on Reels, create
a piece of content ‘in-camera.’
Use the effect button on the lefthand menu to add your experience
to your camera. Record your
content, edit in-app, and preview.
When you post your finished Reel,
it will generate an ‘effect sticker’
for audiences to tap on and try
(located at the bottom of the
screen just above your handle).
Share the posted Reel to your
Stories for extra exposure.

IG LIVE
LINKS & STICKERS
For an organic conversation
campaign via Stories, create a
Story as mentioned above. Add a
link sticker to your content so that
users may be redirected to your
desired URL destination.

Organic promotion via Instagram
Live can be accomplished in
three simple steps: Save your
AR experience to your camera,
launch your live video stream,
and finally, select the effect you’d
like to turn on. Your AR experience
will then be active while you are live
streaming. To turn it off, simply tap
the AR effect again.

THE SHOP TAB (BETA)

IG AR ADS (BETA)

You may also publish your AR
experience alongside your products
in your Shop Tab. When a user clicks
on the product for purchase, they
will see the AR experience for try-on
before adding it to their cart.

Instagram is currently in the testing phase
for a new ad feature that allows users to attach
an AR experience to their paid ads. These AR
experiences will also be housed within your
instagram shop when users search for
the particular product they wish to try-on.
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CAM PAI GN L AUNC H AND P ROMOTI ON

PROMOTIONAL TOOLS ON FACEBOOK

FEED
To promote your AR experience on
your Facebook, you will need to add a
post to your feed promoting your effect.
Upload your demo video or another
piece of content that showcases
your effect along with your effect link.
Users will be able to click the link
to try on your AR experience.
DESIGNED BY FREEPIK.COM

STORIES

FACEBOOK AR ADS

For a Facebook Story promotion,
record a video that features your
AR experience. Attach a link sticker
to your story and add GIFs or text
to highlight key components
and call-to-actions.

To create a Facebook AR Ad, you will
need to have access to your facebook
business manager. You can then craft
an AR ad that, when clicked on, reveals
a visual pop-up overlay about how users
may interact with your product, brand,
or effect. You can then include a call-toaction link that encourages users to visit
your store or website.
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CAM PAI GN L AUNC H AND P ROMOTI ON

DISCOVERY & PROMOTIONAL TOOLS ON SNAPCHAT

PUBLIC PROFILES
Snapchat public profiles are
the hub that houses all your AR
experiences. Public profiles allow
you to garner more organic reach
than a regular profile. It also allows
your Lenses to be discoverable in
Snap Search, engages more deeply with your customers, and drives
more impact with your products.

STORIES
To promote a Lens through your
Snap Story, record a video directly
on camera while using the lens.
The user will then be able to click
the Try Lens button to try on your
experience. Snap Stories are the
best way to organically promote
a Lens on Snapchat.

SNAPCHAT ADS
LIVESTREAM & VIDEO CALLS
To promote your AR experience
via video calls, download the Snap
Camera plugin. This free plugin
allows any user to add a Lens to
their video calls and livestreams.
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To place an AR Ad on Snapchat,
you will need to login to your
Snap Ad account and create
a new ad according to your
campaign preference. Your
ad can be promoted in three
ways: via a Reach & Frequency
campaign (an ad that allows you
to choose your target audience
and ad frequency), a National
Takeover (an ad that allows
you to place your AR in the second
or third spot in the lens carousel
over a period of time), and a Snap
Ad to AR (ad ad that allows you
to bid across user inventory that
is optimized for swipes at
the lowest cost).
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DISCOVERY & PROMOTIONAL TOOLS ON TIK TOK

EFFECTS TAB
The Tik Tok Effects Tab is located
on your profile page. Similar
to Instagram, this effects tab will
house all of your AR experiences
for users to enjoy when they visit
your profile.
EFFECTS DETAIL PAGE
The Effects Detail Page is
a page linked to any particular AR
experience you’ve created that will
showcase all of the public videos
created with your effect. This page
will also link back and redirect users
to your profile.
CAMERA & EFFECTS TRAY
The Camera & Effects Tray is
located as an icon on the bottom
left hand corner of your Tik Tok
camera screen. When a user taps
on the tray they are able to browse
through multiple AR experiences
by category. User’s may also add
effects and save them to their
Favorites for quick use.

TIK TOK VIDEOS
To promote your experience
organically, turn to the Effect
Anchor on your public videos.
When you create and post a
new Tik Tok video that utilizes an
AR experience, the effect anchor will
appear above your account handle.
Users will then be able
to tap on the anchor and try on
your effect in their camera.
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AMPLI FY T HE USER EX P ERIENCE

Amplify Your Message
To get the most mileage out of your
AR experience, consider ways you can engage
consumers with similar messaging across
different channels. For example, you may
choose to feature the same product line in the
header of this month’s newsletter. Users who
engaged with your AR experience are likely
to recall it and dig deeper into the product.

Similarly, you may choose to bolster an AR
experience deployed through organic social with
paid ads. If you’re already seeing high engagement,
clicks, and shares through organic, you can be sure
your ad budget won’t be misplaced. Depending
on the data available, you can also follow up with
engaged users through retargeting emails
or advertisements.

Leverage UGC and Influencers
BOOST UGC CONTENT

CREATE SOCIAL MEDIA CHALLENGES & CONTESTS

AR content is rooted in co-creation.
Co-creation encourages deeper engagement
than any other kind of interactive marketing.
It also results in user-generated content,
which is amplified through shares. Brands
can capitalize on this viral effect by resharing
user posts, commenting and tagging users,
and boosting UGC through paid social.

Social media challenges and contests will also
give you more organic traction. A challenge might
encourage users to try and share an experience to
be entered into a drawing to win products. A contest
might invite users to compete with each other
for the best and funniest use of the AR experience.
In either case, brands get more value by pushing
their experiences within their social communities.

Campaign Performance Assessment
TRACK & MEASURE

RECAP & REPEAT

Now that your experience has been live for a while,
it’s time to review its performance. Remember to review
results holistically. For example, if your experience saw
low play rates but high shares, part of your strategy clearly
paid off, while other angles could use improvement.
Next time, you might try incorporating more eye-catching
elements to drive users to engage early on. Like any other
type of creative asset, copy, narrative, and basic visuals
are relevant to performance. Next time you may also
try A/B testing taglines, rearranging the CTA and logo
placement, or improving on the product imagery. Above
all, treat AR like a performance format — follow the data.

At the end of any marketing campaign, it’s crucial
to step back and review what you’ve learned. With AR
experiences, in particular, you’ll want to review any
feedback you’ve received from users themselves.
Also, now is an ideal time to check in with campaign
stakeholders and share performance results.
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Appendix
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Brand Engagement Campaign Flow
Use these visuals to show seamless integration of AR into your existing
marketing campaigns for brand engagement.

1

2
Plan and create
your AR campaign to work
alongside your current
2D campaign flow.

2D BRAND PRODUCT
CAMPAIGN ADS

4

BRANDED AR ON CAMERA IQ
Once the experience has been created,
think about which social platforms will provide
the most engagement between your brand
and your audience.

3

PROMOTIONAL BRANDED CONTENT

Create promotional content using the experience
or release your experience based on the promotional
tools that make the most sense for your campaign.

FINISHED AR RELEASE

6

5
Boost your engagement
by reposting to spotlight
your current audience
and reach beyond it.

USER REMIXES | USER REPOSTS | USER SHARES
Encourage your audience to participate.
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UGC BRAND REPOST

Virtual Try-On and
Product Visualization Campaign Flow
Use these visuals to show seamless integration of AR into your existing
marketing campaigns for product promotion.

1

2
Easily plan and create
your AR campaign to work
alongside your current 2D
campaign flow.

2D BRAND PRODUCT
CAMPAIGN ADS

BRANDED AR ON CAMERA IQ
Once the experience has been created,
think about which social platforms will provide
the most opportunity for shopable content.

4

3
Create promotional content
using the experience or release
your experience based on
the promotional tools that
make the most sense
for your campaign.

PROMOTIONAL BRANDED CONTENT
Attach a way to redirect traffic
to your online store.

FINISHED AR RELEASE

5

LINK

Encourage visiting
customers to continue
to try before they buy
as a way to build trust
in your products.

ONLINE STORE/CHECKOUT
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Brand Affinity Campaign Flow
Use these visuals to show seamless integration of AR
into your existing marketing campaigns for brand loyalty.

1

2
Easily plan and create
your AR campaign to work
alongside your current 2D
campaign flow.

BRANDED AR ON CAMERA IQ

2D BRAND PRODUCT
CAMPAIGN

Once the experience has been created, think about
which social platforms will provide the most
opportunity to spread your brand message
and aim to create community.

4

3
Create promotional content for
your experience and promote.

PROMOTIONAL
BRANDED CONTENT
FINISHED AR RELEASE

Attach a way
to redirect traffic
to receive more
information about your
brand or campaign.

Encourage your audience
to participate for more
valuable content.

5

Followers

LINK

WEBSITE/STORE/CONTACT
Populate your landing pages with more details,
resources, and learning opportunities.
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AR Commerce Landscape
ORGANIC

Effects
(Stories, Reels, Live)
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PAID

SHOP

IG Story
Ad swipe-up to AR

Native VTO Shopping
(Beauty Beta)

Effects(Stories)

AR Newsfeed Ad

Facebook Shops

Community Lenses

Camera Tray, Snap
Ads, Reach & Freq.

Shoppable Lenses
(Shopify)

No organic option
(yet!)

Branded Effects

TikTok Shop (Shopify)

Sample Campaign Timeline

A campaign timeline will help you keep track of all the steps involved
in producing a successful marketing campaign that includes AR.
Use the boxes we’ve outlined to make sure you’ve covered your bases.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
AR CHECKLIST:
WEEK 1

Define Your Core Objective

Identify Key Performance Indicators

Clarify Your Audience

Plan for Promotional Content Creation

Determine Your Social Platforms

AR CONTENT CREATION
AR CHECKLIST:
WEEK 2

Create An Asset Library

Consider Interactivity

Develop Your AR Experience

Tactics that Work

Craft A Narrative

Test-Drive Your AR Experience

CAMPAIGN LAUNCH AND PROMOTION
AR CHECKLIST:
WEEK 3 & 4

Prepare for Launch
Promote Your AR Experience

AMPLIFY THE USER EXPERIENCE
AR CHECKLIST:
WEEK4

Amplify Your Message
Leverage UGC and Influencers
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Campaign Performance Assessment

About Camera IQ
Camera IQ enables brands to engage audiences and sell products
virtually at every touchpoint of the customer journey. Using its no-code
design platform for AR commerce, marketers can transform their products
and brand message into rich augmented reality experiences for virtual
try-on and consumer campaigns on social. As a global team servicing
international brands such as Viacom, Atlantic Records, Nestle, EA, MAC
Cosmetics, Away and more, Camera IQ works across industries
to engage millions of consumers on a daily basis.

Contact Us to Get Started
For information on how to get started
with AR and Camera IQ contact us at
INFO@CAMERAIQ.COM
or visit our website at
WWW.CAMERAIQ.COM
to request a demo.
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